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Abstract—Processing that is executed periodically must be completed before the next release time. If such processing is not completed before the next release time, the processing that had been scheduled is not executed. This is complicated by the fact that the execution time from release to the end of periodically executed processing is not constant, due to changing I/O processing time and the influence of timer interrupts. To solve this, we propose a system that records the execution time of the processing, judges whether the processing will be finished before the specified deadline, and can execute appropriate processing that can be completed within the remaining time. In this paper, we describe the design and evaluation of our system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Processings that control the motors and sensors of robots are executed periodically. These periodically executed processings must be completed before the next release time. Many real-time scheduling algorithms have been proposed to realize periodic scheduling [1]–[4]. However, there is no method that ensures that the processing does not miss its completion deadline. If periodically executed processing is not completed before its specified deadline; the processing scheduled for execution in the next period is not executed, causing a problem. For example, in existing methods, missed deadline is ignored and processing continues, or processing is forced termination. Obviously, if a processing that misses a specified deadline is executed continually, then that processing cannot be said to be executing exactly periodically. Conversely, forcing a processing that misses a specified deadline to terminate, adversely affects processings related to that processing.

On the other hand, the execution time of periodically executed processing from release to the end is not constant due to changing I/O processing time and the influence of timer interrupts. In embedded systems such as robots [5], the processing periods are shortened so as to realize highly precise control, and the influence of the dispersion for the execution time is large. In addition, the processing tends to be developed highly [6]. Therefore, there are many requests for functional expansions. Hence, it is essential that a developer knows precisely when a processing will be finished and the release time of the next period.

Existing systems uses a worst-case execution time to confirm whether a periodic processing satisfy deadlines. There are analysis methods to predict worst-case execution time. The result values of worst-case execution time prediction are pessimistic. Therefore, available execution time for the periodic processing is shortened. In addition, the existing methods need knowledge and experience for the periodic processing, and the cost of the developer is high.

Therefore, the proposed system records the processing execution time, judges whether the processing will be completed before the specified deadline, and can execute appropriate processing that will be completed within the remaining time. The proposed system can prevent missed deadlines in periodic scheduling. Hence, the proposed method reduces the limitation of the periodic processing execution time. Moreover, the proposed method can support the creation of the periodic processing for the developer. In this paper, we describe the design and evaluation of our system.

II. PERIOD EXCESS PREVENTION METHOD

The proposed method (called the period excess prevention method) judges whether processing will be finished before the time when the processing must be finished (the end time), and executes processing appropriate for the remaining time (emergency processing) if it finds that the originally scheduled processing will not be finished on time. The period excess prevention method has the following characteristics:

1. Periodic processing is divided into multiple modules, and the state of the execution for that processing is monitored.
2. The execution time of the modules is saved.
3. Emergency processing that will be completed within the remaining time is executed if the system judges that the originally scheduled processing will not be finished before the end time.

The underlying basic mechanism of our period excess prevention method is depicted in Fig. 1. We assume a user mode process has a periodic processing. An operating system (kernel) controls the periodic execution of the process. The period excess prevention method divides periodic processing into multiple modules, and monitors the state of execution for that processing. A module is part of a divided periodic processing and is executed only once per period. At the time
of program creation, the developer divides the periodic processing to any modules with optional length. As each module is completed and the next module executed (module transition), periodic processing invokes a system call and sends that information of the module transition to the operating system. The operating system records the time of module transition, computes the execution time for each module based on this module transition time, and then saves it in memory.

When timer interrupts occur, the system compares the time remaining from the current time to the end time (remaining time) and the remaining periodic processing execution time (remaining execution time), and judges whether the processing will be finished before the specified end time. The remaining time is the difference in time between the time t of the timer interrupt and the end time T. The remaining execution time is the value obtained by subtracting from the total execution time \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} T(m_i) \) of the module that has not finished to the time from the start time \( x \) of the current module \( m_i \) to time t. If the value of the difference in time between the remaining time and the remaining execution time is greater than or equal to threshold, the system determines that the processing will be completed before the end time. Otherwise, the system determines that the processing will exceed the deadline and calls the emergency processing. In addition, threshold E is used to avoid missing the deadline due to dispersion of module execution time and control overhead.

III. DESIGN

A. Design Policy

We will now explain the design policy of our period excess prevention method.

1. Function division between process and operating system.

In the proposed method, the part of the processing that depends on the process is processed by the process in order to minimize the interaction between processes and operating system and to reduce control overhead.

2. Separation of procedure division and management data division.

B. Basic structure

The basic structure of the proposed system is depicted in Fig. 2, and explained below. In the process, periodic processing and emergency processing comprise a procedure division, while an execution information table comprises a management data division. The operating system has a transition detection unit, a module management unit, an excess judgment unit, an emergency processing call unit, and a periodic execution control unit all comprising the procedure division. In addition, it has a periodic processing table, an execution condition table, and a periodic execution control management table that together constitute the management data division. The details for the periodic processing table and the execution condition table are shown in Fig. 3.

Periodic processing is executed periodically by the periodic execution control unit, and sends information of the module transition to the operating system. In addition, when processing in one period is finished, periodic processing sends the requirement of a wait to the periodic execution control unit.

Emergency processing is requested by the emergency processing call unit when it is judged that the periodic processing will not finish before the end time.
Figure 4. Processing flow

The execution information table has the module execution time for each module in the periodic processing. The transition detection unit updates the current module identifier in the periodic processing table to the next module identifier when it detects module transition. In addition, the transition detection unit records the time of module transition in the execution condition table.

The module management unit manages the registration and unregistration of the periodic processing. In addition, when the periodic processing for one period is finished, the module management unit calculates the module execution times and records those in the periodic processing table.

The excess judgment unit compares the remaining time and the remaining execution time at the timer interrupt, and judges whether the periodic processing will be finished before the end time.

The emergency processing call unit calls the emergency processing if the excess judgment unit determines that the processing will not finish before the end time.

The periodic execution control unit periodically releases the processes that have periodic processing.

The periodic processing table manages the information necessary to determine if excess periodic processing will occur; while the execution condition table manages the execution condition of the periodic processing in the recent period; and the periodic execution control management table manages the information necessary to execute the processes periodically.

If a process has a periodic processing table and an execution condition table, the interaction between processes and operating system decreases at the time of module transition. However, the control overhead becomes large at the timer interrupt because it is necessary for the operating system to refer to a periodic processing table and an execution condition table in a process. Therefore, an operating system has the periodic processing table and the execution condition table in Fig. 2. In addition, an operating system has functional units in Fig. 2 to reduce the control overheads.

C. Processing flow

The processing flow of the process for the system is outlined in Fig. 4, while the interface is shown in Tab. 1. As outlined in Fig. 4, the processing of the process involves the initialization and storing of the execution information table, the registration of periodic processing, the sending of module transition information, and the starting, waiting, and exiting of periodic execution control. In addition, at the timer interrupt, the operating system judges the excess periodic processing. We will look at each stage of the process and the processing of the timer interrupt below.

Initialization of the execution information table is achieved by a process that records the ideal value or the past execution value for module execution time in the execution information table. Moreover, the execution information table is stored in order to utilize the past module execution time for a proposed method. Before the process exits the run, the module execution time of the execution information table is saved to a file, where it becomes non-volatile.

Registration of periodic processing requires that the periodic processing information be registered in the periodic processing table. When registration of periodic processing is required, control is transferred to the module management unit. The module management unit then registers the number of modules used for the periodic processing, the address of emergency processing, and the address of the execution information table in the periodic processing table. In addition, calculating the data size from the number of modules, the module management unit allocates data area to store the module execution times for the periodic processing table and execution condition table, as well as the module transition time; further, it copies the module execution time in the execution information table to the periodic processing table.

The start of periodic execution control starts periodic execution control of the process. When periodic execution control is required to start, the periodic execution control unit registers the priority and the period of the process to the periodic execution control management table. Consequently, this process is released periodically by the periodic execution control unit.

In the module transition processing, transition information is sent to the operating system. When this information is sent, the transition detection unit gets the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Registration of periodic processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Start of periodic execution control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Module transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Exit from periodic execution control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The predicted value of the x-times module execute time are copied to the execution information table. Let us assume that the predicted value of the x-times module execute time are calculated and stored in the periodic processing table. Following this, predicted values for module execute times, and stores them in the execution condition table. From the execution condition table, calculates module execution times, and judges whether the periodic processing will exceed the end time. If the excess judgment unit determines that the processing will exceed the end time, control is transferred to the excess judgment unit. The excess judgment unit then gets the address of the emergency processing from the periodic processing table, and requests emergency processing. The current module identifier and the remaining time are then sent to the process. The emergency processing invokes the appropriate processing based on the current module and the time remaining. After emergency processing, the process is terminated.

### D. Description of programs

An example program description is shown in Fig. 5. Before periodic processing begins, the process reads the file and initializes the execution information table. In addition, the process calls register() and sends the number of modules in the periodic processing, modulenum, the address of emergency processing, rfunc, and the address of the execution information table, infomt. To call enter(), the process is executed periodically with priority prio and period usec. In Fig. 5, main1() and main2() are modules. The periodic processing calls next() at the time of module transition, and wait() at the end of one periodic processing. When wait() is called, the execution information table is updated. When the periodic processing exits the periodic execution control, exit() is called to unregister the periodic processing that was registered by register(). If it is determined that the periodic processing will exceed the end time, the operating system requests emergency processing. In Fig. 5, moduleid represents the current module identifier, and time represents the remaining time. For example, if the current module identifier is 0 and the remaining time is 5, the operating system requests emergency processing. In Fig. 5, send() is the address of the emergency processing call unit. The emergency processing executes the appropriate processing suitable for the current module identifier and the remaining time.

### IV. Evaluation

#### A. Point of view

Using the proposed method, the state of the periodic processing can be known, and processing completed before the deadline. However, in order for the state of the periodic processing to be known, the periodic processing invokes a system call and sends module transition information. In addition, it is necessary for the operating system to calculate module execution times and to judge the excess periodic processing at the timer interrupt. Consequently, control overheads occur in the following three areas of processing:

1. **Module transition**

   In the proposed method, the periodic processing calls the system in order to send module transition information. Therefore, the module transition processing time is from the system call time to the time the system call returns.
(2) Wait
When the periodic processing for one period is finished, a wait is sent. Then, in the proposed method, n module execution times are calculated, and the predicted value of each module execution time is calculated. In addition, these predicted values for the module execution times are copied to the execution information table.
(3) Timer interrupt
For periodic execution control, at the timer interrupt, the operating system judges whether there are processes scheduled to be released, and releases those processes. In the proposed method, after the above processing is finished, the remaining time and the remaining execution time are computed, and it is judged whether the periodic processing will exceed the end time.

We measured the time taken by the above three processings, and analyzed it in relation to control overhead. The measurement environment is shown in Tab. 2. The rdtsc instruction was used to record the time.

### B. Control overheads
We measured the processing times of module transition, wait, and timer interrupt for 10 modules in a periodic processing. The measurement results are shown in Tab. 3. The result for the transition detection unit for module transition is the value obtained by subtracting call processing and system call return time from the module transition processing time. The result for the module management unit is the processing time from confirmation for the registration of periodic processing to initialization of the module identifier. The processing time for the timer interrupt is the result for the case when emergency processing is not called. The result for the excess judgment unit is the processing time taken to judge whether the processing will exceed the end time. In addition, the result for the emergency processing is the value from the time just before emergency call processing to the time immediately after call return. In this measurement, the emergency processing executes no operation.

For module transition, the processing time for the transition detection unit was approximately 30% of the processing time for the overall system call, and the control overhead for the system call is large. Because the total time for module transition in one period is dependent on the number of modules, the control overhead is large if there are a large number of modules.

The processing time for the wait is longer than the result for the module transition unit and excess judgment unit. This is because the processing of the wait includes the following: calculation of the module execution time, storing of the data in the periodic processing table and the execution condition table, and copying of the module execution time from the periodic processing table to the execution information table. In addition, we varied the number of modules used in the range from 1 to 10, and measured the processing time in each case. From this result, we found that the processing time for the module management unit can be given by the following formula:

\[ 370 + 150(n - 1) \text{ (n: the number of modules)} \]  

In addition, the processing time for system calls and changing of the process to a wait state is approximately 300 clocks and is constant.

For the timer interrupt, the processing time for the excess judgment unit was approximately 12% of the processing time for the entire timer interrupt. The excess judgment unit adds the execution time of the modules that did not finish at the timer interrupt. Therefore, the processing time increases if there are a large number of modules that are not finished. However, the dispersion for the processing time for the above calculation is small, and we confirmed that the dispersion of the processing time for the excess judgment unit was approximately 70 clocks for number of modules in the range 1-10.

### C. Discussions
#### 1) Ratio of the processing time for one period
We discuss the processing times of module transition unit, and the transition detection unit and excess judgment unit for one period.

The number of times module transition is called is equal to the number of modules for periodic processing in one period. In Tab. 3, the processing time for one module transition is 1.07 μs. In other words, if the number of modules is 1 and the period for the periodic processing is 1 ms, then the processing time for module transition would account for approximately 0.1%. However, the ratio for the processing time for module transition increases if the period is short and there is a large number of modules. For example, if the number of modules is 100 and the period for periodic processing is 1 ms, then the processing time for module transition will account for approximately 10%. Therefore, we can decrease the time taken to process the modules if we divide the periodic processing into a very small number of modules at the time of periodic processing division. The periodic processing division is discussed in section 4.C.2.
The module management unit calculates all module execution times when wait is required. Therefore, the periodic processing of the module management unit is proportional to the number of modules. In Tab. 3, the processing time of the module management unit is 4.37 μs if the number of modules is 10, and it is approximately 0.5% of the total if the periodic processing period is 1 ms. As in the module transition, the ratio for the module management unit processing time increases if the period is short and there is a large number of modules. For example, if the number of modules is 100 and the periodic processing period is 1 ms, then the module management unit processing time will account for approximately 3.8% of the total. Therefore, as in the module transition, it is necessary to take the number of modules into consideration when dividing the periodic processing.

The excess judgment unit is executed at every timer interrupt. In periodic execution control, one period of periodic processing is an integral (N) multiple of the period of timer interrupt. Therefore, the processing time ratio of one excess judgment for the period of a timer interrupt is equal to that of N times the excess judgment for the period of periodic processing. In Tab. 3, the periodic processing of the excess judgment unit is 0.48 μs, and accounts for approximately 0.05% of the 1 ms period for the timer interrupt. Because the period for motor control of a robot is in the range 10 ms to 100 μs, if the periodic processing period is 100 μs, it is approximately 0.5% even if the processing time ratio for the excess judgment unit is large, and it is small.

2) Division of periodic processing

We discuss the division of the periodic processing in this section. The number of modules influences the total processing time for module transition and the processing time for the wait. In addition, the control overhead is proportional to the number of modules. Furthermore, module execution time influences the error value of the remaining execution time (the error value of the remaining execution time easily increases if the dispersion of the module execution time is large). The error in the remaining execution time is the value of the difference between the computed value for the remaining execution time and the actual remaining execution time. This is because the remaining execution time is computed by subtracting the time from the start time of the current module to the current time from the total execution time of the module that has not yet finished. Therefore, if the dispersion of the execution time for the periodic processing is large, the precision of the excess judgment becomes high due to an increase in the number of modules. By increasing the number of modules to shorten the execution time per module, the error in the execution time remaining becomes small. In addition, the dispersion of the execution time is small and the execution time for periodic processing is constant; by reducing the number of modules, the control overhead becomes small. In other words, by combining the modules in which the dispersion of the execution time is small and dividing the periodic processing in which the dispersion of the execution time is large into small modules with short execution times, the control overhead becomes small and the excess judgment becomes more precise.

3) Change factors for the execution time

If the dispersion of the execution time for the periodic processing is large and these change factors accumulate, the processing is more likely to exceed the deadline. The following are considered change factors:

(1) I/O processing time
(2) Interrupt processing (timer, end of I/O processing, etc.)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explained the basic underlying mechanism of our period excess prevention method and presented the design policy. In addition, we described its basic structure and interface. We also explained the flow of each process.

In the proposed method, the periodic processing invokes the system call at the time of every module transition. In addition, the operating system records module execution times, and judges whether the periodic processing will exceed the deadline at each timer interrupt. We evaluated the control overhead for one period and showed that the processing time of the excess judgment unit is small.

In addition, we discussed the division of periodic processing and change factors for the execution time. Our future work will involve the clarification of the change factors.
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